SOL UT I ON BRI EF

DATA CENTERS & COLOCATION SERVICES
Scale and Transform IT Infrastructure
It’s time to find a new data center. Secure, connected data center and colocation solutions at the
edge of the internet await you, customized to meet your current needs and future goals.

Your Enterprise Data Centers Are Ready
Business requires secure, resilient and agile IT infrastructure. But it’s expensive to build and staff a data center facility, so most IT
environments are moving off-premises.
You must keep up with business growth and new technologies, while minimizing risk and costs. Seamless experiences across
private, multitenant, managed hyperscale, and hybrid clouds require expertise that is hard to find.

Get the Data Center Resources You Need, Anytime
Small businesses to Fortune 500 enterprises choose TierPoint data centers for enterprise-class reliability, performance and
security, without the risk and overhead of an on-premises data center.
With TierPoint, you can:
•
•
•
•

Meet your resiliency objectives
Maximize physical and cyber security
Scale IT infrastructure as your business grows
Get help from compliance experts

•
•
•
•

Access the best network connectivity
Outsource installation and maintenance tasks
Optimize data center locations
Blend colocation, cloud and managed services

Maximize Availability and Scale
With one of the largest and most geographically diversified footprints in the U.S., TierPoint operates more than 40 data
centers across the nation with industry-leading service levels (SLAs) up to 100% uptime.

Improve Security and Compliance
Security is our top priority. We offer comprehensive physical security including 24x7 on-site personnel, biometric access
screening and full-building video capture. All our data centers are HIPAA, PCI-DSS, GLBA, and SSAE 18 compliant.

Enhance Performance and Connectivity
Our carrier-neutral data centers provide high-bandwidth, low-latency connectivity from a variety of carriers to meet your
business needs. Additionally, our network – connecting our extensive footprint of data centers – brings the internet closer to
you with guaranteed exceptional performance and reliability.

Choose Secure and Flexible Colocation
You need a secure and modern data center in which to operate your IT equipment, but it’s expensive to build and staff your
own facility. Using a colocation data center can give your business a competitive advantage. Each TierPoint facility aligns with
client capacity and space requirements by combining customizable cabinets, cages, and suites in raised floor environments
with high power and cooling density ensuring maximum expansion for IT infrastructure for the given footprint.

State-of-the-Art Data Centers Connected Coast-to-Coast
See what’s possible at one of our world-class data centers.
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Learn more
Let Sommita assist in scheduling a
tour of any of TierPoint's facilities,
by calling 206.783.4742 or by email:
info@sommita.net.

About TierPoint
A leading national provider of hybrid IT solutions, TierPoint helps organizations drive
performance and manage risk. No U.S. provider comes close to matching TierPoint’s
unique combination of thousands of clients; more than 40 edge-capable data centers
and 8 multitenant cloud pods coast to coast; and a comprehensive portfolio of cloud
solutions, colocation, disaster recovery, security and other managed IT services. With
white-glove customer service, TierPoint professionals customize and manage agile
solutions that address each client’s unique needs.
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